Abstract-Image registration is an important and fundamental task in image processing used to match two different images. Given two or more different images to be registered, image registration estimates the parameters of the geometrical transformation model that maps the sensed images back to its reference image. A feature-based approach to automated imageto-image registration is presented. The characteristic of this approach is that it combines Mexican-Hat Wavelet, Invariant Moments and Radon Transform. Feature Points from both images are extracted using Mexican-Hat Wavelet and controlpoint correspondence is achieved with invariant moments. After detecting corresponding control points from reference and sensed images, to recover scaling and rotation a line and triangle is form in both images respectively and applied radon transform to register images.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we propose and implement a novel image registration method to register image with large rotation, scaling and translation. In all types of image registration, robustness of the algorithm is the main and required goal. However, due to diversification of images acquired their contents and purpose of their alignment, it is almost impossible to design universal method for image registration that fulfill all requirements and suits all types of applications [2] . Many of the image registration techniques have been proposed and reviewed [1] , [2] [3] . Image registration techniques can be generally classified in two categories. Intensity based and feature based. The first category utilizes image intensity to estimate the parameters of a transformation between two images using an approach involving all pixels of the image. In second category a set of feature points extracted from an image and utilizes only these extracted feature points instead of all whole image pixels to obtain the transformation parameters. In this paper, a new algorithm for feature based image registration is proposed. The proposed algorithm is based on three main steps, feature point extraction, correspondence between extracted feature points and transformation parameter estimation.
Feature point and corner detectors have been area of interest to researcher in image registration. A point in an image is considered as a feature point if it has properties of distinctiveness and invariance. Several approach have been developed for feature point extraction and the points extracted by these methods differ in locations and structure, for example, edges, corner, blob-like shape, etc. In general, the main objective is to develop a feature point extractor that is robust to the most common geometric transformations and any possible degradation. Bas et al [4] compared major feature extraction techniques: Harris Corner detector, the Susan corner detector, and Achard-Rouquet detector. Feature extraction using Gabor wavelets have presented in [5] , [6] give some good results in robustness to face recognition application. A popular method in computer vision applications is the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) which is based on the feature point detection in scale space [7] . Recently developed technique which is based on scale interaction of Mexican hat wavelets [8] . This Mexican hat wavelet based feature extraction was inspired by the method presented in [8] [14] .
We have used Mexican Hat Wavelet (MHW), to extract significant image features from reference and sensed image and make two sets of extracted feature points for both images. Next step of correspondence between extracted feature points is performed using Hu's Invariant moment-based similarity measure. This correspondence is evaluated using a circular neighborhood centered on each feature point. Among various types of moments available, Hu's moments is superior in terms of their orthogonality, rotation invariance, low sensitivity to image noise, fast computation and ability to provide faithful image representation [25] . After detecting matched feature points (control points), radon transform is used to estimate scaling and rotation. Radon transform gives R(θ,x') matrix from f(x,y) matrix. The scaling factor has been obtained by getting ratio of maximum values of R matrices of the images. Likewise the rotational difference is obtained by having θ difference between the matrices. After extracting these parameters derotation and descaling is performed to the sensed image. The translation difference is simultaneously found out by having coordinates of feature points. At last sensed image is shifted accordingly to fit and match with the reference image. Thus, the registered image is obtained and registration task is performed. Experimental results show that the proposed image registration algorithm leads to acceptable registration accuracy and robustness against several image deformations and image processing operations. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
A. 2-D Continuous Wavelet Transform
We can represent the 1-D continuous wavelet transform (CWT) in frequency domain given by following equation
The 2-D CWT is the inner product of a signal or image with a scaled, rotated and translated version of a wavelet function. Now we represent 2-D continuos wavelet transform (CWT) in time domain and frequency domain by following equations
The wavelet Ψ is highly localized in space; it is either compactly supported or has fast decay. Its integral is zero: for a given scale s > 0 the CWT behaves like a band-pass filter, providing information on where in the image we can find oscillations or details at that scale. At small scales the CWT captures short-lived variations in color such as thin edges; comparing the CWT at different scales reveals what kind of discontinuity is present; at large scales it blurs the image. If the wavelet is stretched in one direction, the CWT gives information on local orientation in the image [16] . For our wavelet, we choose the Mexican hat wavelet, which is stretched in the direction of one of the axes in accordance with parameter [16] .
Where σ = 2 -S , S is a scale of the function, x 1 and x 2 are the vertical and horizontal coordinates respectively. When σ = 1, MHW(s) is the laplacian of , a bi dimensional Gaussian; it is isotropic, and in that case the CWT gives no information on object orientation. When scaled, its essential support is a disk with radius proportional to the scale. If σ ≠1, we have the anisotropic Mexican hat, stretched out or shortened, and its support is an ellipse [17] . The frequency domain response of Mexican hat wavelet is given by
We observe the Mexican Hat shaped waveform in the time domain as shown in Fig. 1 (a) and frequency domain in 
B. MHW Response at Different Scale
At lower scale, MHW give high frequency detail like corner, thin edges in the image. At higher scale, it gives low frequency smooth or blurs effect in the image. In order to extract feature point from the image, we have to decide appropriate scale. The Mexican Hat Wavelet has perfect circular symmetry in frequency and spatial domains. Fig.2 to Fig.5 shows MHW response in time and frequency domain with coefficient of cameraman image at different scale 2, 3 4, and 6 respectively. From the above results, we can visualize that the Mexican-hat wavelet is equivalent to a band-pass filter. Tuning the wavelet scale controls the spread of the wavelet in the spatial domain and the bandwidth in the frequency domain. At scale 2, 3 and 4 MHW gives high frequency detail whereas at scale 6 and 9 it gives low frequency detail in the cameraman image. In our algorithm, we have decided to extract the feature points at scale 2, 3 and 4.
II. FEATURE POINT EXTRACTION USING SCALE INTERACTION OF MHW
Our proposed algorithm is based on feature based image registration. So first and important task we have to do is feature extraction using scale interaction based on Mexican hat wavelets. For the image registration point of view, the extracted feature points must have to fulfill some basic objectives like they should be robust enough to some level of variations in scale and the feature extractor should have the ability to be modified to adapt image structures at different scales and the extracted features should have a well-localized support in the image. Here we have presented feature point extraction method that is based on scale interaction of Mexican hat wavelets. This method is based on finding the local maxima of the response of a feature detection operation, which involves convolving the image with the Mexican-hat wavelets. Feature point extraction using scale interaction of Gabor wavelets was proposed in [12] . The Mexican hat is a Laplacian of a Gaussian and its isotropic property makes it insensitive to orientation and a good choice for feature extraction [18] . A Mexican-hat wavelet has the shape of a signal with a positive peak in a negative dish. Convolving an image with Mexican-hat wavelets results in a response, which more likely detects blob-like shapes, bright areas surrounded by dark pixels or vice versa. Varying the width of the central peak of the Mexican-hat wavelet controls the size and the shape of the response [20] [23] . Mexican hat based feature extraction methods such as the ones in [19] and its further development in [21] [24] .
An illustration of this feature extraction process is shown in Fig. 6 . First of all reference image is taken as input, we call it I R (x, y). After taking its Fourier transform, its convolution is done with the Mexican hat wavelet. Here we use two different scales for the Mexican hat wavelet S 1 and S 2. This is known as MHW (S 1 ) and MHW (S 2 ). After convolving the Mexican hat wavelet with the image and taking inverse Fourier transform, we obtain the response R(S 1 ) and R(S 2 ). This represented in the equation form as Figure 6 Block diagram of the feature extraction process.
Our next step is to get the scale interaction output. This is nothing but the absolute difference between the obtained responses. It is given as ( ) ( ) ( )
Where I R (x, y) f denotes the Fourier transform of I R (x, y). The second stage of the feature extraction process localizes the feature points of the image by finding the local maxima of the response R(S 1 , S 2 ). This local maxima obtaining stage will be applied to the response R(S 1 , S 2 ), in Equation (8) using the following algorithm:
(i) Find the maximal values that are greater than the specified threshold T n in equally non-overlapped blocks of size NxN; such initial maximal values may include points on the boundaries of the blocks, which do not represent a local maximum of R (S 1 , S 2 ). (ii) Take each maximal point as the centre of a disk-shaped neighborhood of radius r n and find one local maximum in each neighborhood; this will eliminate maximal points that are not local maxima of R (S 1 , S 2 ) or local maxima that are too close to each other. (iii) Repeat step (ii) until the obtained local maxima do not change locations. (iv) In order to avoid the effects of the image borders on the feature extraction process, only the maxima found in the image area that is away from the image border by distance r c are kept. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
A. Analysis of Feature point Extraction Process.
Here we have taken an 8-bit gray level 'cameraman' image of size 256×256 as a reference image as shown in Fig. 7(a) . First of all reference image and its convolution with the Mexican hat wavelet at scale S 1 =2 and S 2 = 4 is taken which is shown in Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(c) respectively. Here inverted image of the result is shown only for the clear visualization purpose. The absolute difference between obtained responses is carried out as mentioned in Equation (7). The result of scale interaction process is shown in Fig. 7(d) . Next step is find the initial local maxima that are greater than a specified threshold T n = 58 in equally non overlapped blocks of size 32×32. Fig.8 (a) shows the image with superimposed local maxima. After getting local maxima we can visualize that the obtained initial local maxima might not be actual peaks and some of them might be very close to each other and looks like bunch of feature points. Take each local maximum point as the center of a disk-shaped neighborhood of radius r n is 16 and find one local maximum in each neighborhood, this will eliminate local maxima that are very close to each other. Repeat above step until the obtained local maxima do not change locations. The final extracted feature points shown in Fig. 8 (b) .
(a) (b) Figure 8 Reference image with the extracted points superimposed on the image (a) after Thresholding (b) after applying disk shaped neighborhood criteria.
We will get the similar results for the sensed image, represented in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 . 
B. Performance Analysis
The performance of this Mexican hat wavelet based feature point extractor is evaluated by taking one image as reference and applying different types of degradations to it and using it as sensed image. After visualization of the extracted feature points from both of these images as shown in Fig.11 , we can say that it is a robust feature point extractor which extracts those feature points which are as many as possible in the same, or within the neighborhood of locations, with respect to the contents of the image, regardless of any degradations or distortions applied on the image. The presented scaleinteraction Mexican hat wavelets feature point extraction method will be used in image registration as discussed in the subsequent chapters. 
III. FEATURE POINT MATCHING USING INVARIANT MOMENTS
Feature Points from both images are extracted using Mexican-Hat Wavelet and control-point correspondence is achieved with invariant moments. After detecting corresponding control points from both images radon transform approach is applied to register images. One problem in image registration is automatic registration of an image regardless of its size, position and orientation. To achieve this goal, the extracted image features should have the invariance properties against image transformations including scale change, translation and rotation [25] . These image transformations can he approximated by affine transformation which is an important class of linear 2-D geometric transformation. The affine transformation preserves collinearity (i.e., all points lying on a line initially still lie on a line after transformation) and ratios of distances (e.g., the midpoint of a line segment remains the midpoint after transformation). The image features with the invariance properties are called image invariants.
Fourier descriptors and Hu's seven moment invariants are the most popular shape based image invariants and have been used in image recognition, indexing, and retrieval systems [13] , [15] [26] . Fourier descriptors are boundary-based image features which only compute the pixels along the image contours. On the contrary, Hu's seven moment invariants are region-based image features which take all of the pixels of the image into account [15] . Hu's seven moment invariants have the invariance property against affine transformations including scale change, translation and rotation.
A. Moment Representation
Moment invariants (MIs) are a class of image descriptors first derived by Hu [25] , [26] who employed the results of the theory of algebraic invariants and derived his seven famous invariants to rotation of 2-D objects. Moment-based invariants are the most common region-based image invariants which have been used as pattern features in many applications [27] .
Hu first introduced a set of invariants using nonlinear combinations based on regular moments in 1961 [25] . 
A set of seven invariant moments can be derived from the second and the third moments by Hu [20] . As shown below, Hu derived the expressions from algebraic invariants applied to the moment generating function under a rotation transformation. They consist of groups of nonlinear centralized moment expressions. The result is a set of absolute orthogonal moment invariants, which can be used for scale, position, and rotation invariant pattern identification. 
IV. PROPOSED AUTOMATIC IMAGE REGISTRATION ALGORITHM
This Section introduces an algorithm for automatic feature based image registration. The main objective of the proposed algorithm is accurately registering images which are geometrically distorted. The proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 12. www.ijacsa.thesai.org As shown in Fig. 12 , automatic feature points are extracted using Mexican-Hat Wavelet as discussed in Section III. After the strong feature points extracted from reference and sensed images, a correspondence mechanism is required between these two feature point sets. This correspondence mechanism fulfils the requirement of pairing the feature point of reference image with its correspondent one in the sensed image. In this proposed algorithm, Invariant moment based similarity measure approach is used to establish the correspondence between the two images.
This correspondence is evaluated using a circular neighbourhood cantered on each and every feature point. For every extracted feature point, select a circular neighbourhood of radius R centred at this point and construct a set of absolute orthogonal moment invariants vectors (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , ϕ 3 , ......... ϕ 7 ) as described in Equations (12) to (18) . The similarity between the regions is judged by computing the Euclidean Distance between invariable regions of reference image with sensed image.
In our proposed method, we had calculated distance between feature point moment invariant vectors of reference image and moment invariant vectors of all feature points of sensed image. For example, suppose there are five features point in reference image and seven feature points in sensed image. We had considered any one feature point invariant moment vector and find the distance between all extracted feature points invariant moment vectors of sensed image. Then we had considered second feature point moment invariant vector and find the distance with all extracted feature points vectors of sensed image. After detecting distance, corresponding feature points are detected by minimum distance rule with the threshold in the Euclidean space of the invariants.
After detecting, similar feature points from both images, we had considered any three similar feature points as control points from both images and form a triangle by considering any one feature point and find the maximum distance across all feature points in the image. Then, draw a line between this maximum distance feature points and second line with maximum slope and connect third line to form a triangle. This way, we had drawn triangle in both images and shift it towards image centre.
After this, we had applied radon transform algorithm for extracting scaling. The radon function computes projections of an image matrix along specified directions. A projection of a two-dimensional function f(x,y) is a set of line integrals. The radon function computes the line integrals from multiple sources along parallel paths, or beams, in a certain direction [10] Where, r is the perpendicular distance of a line from the origin and θ is the angle formed by the distance vector.
A. Analysis of Proposed Image Registration Algorithm
In this section, the performance evaluation is done for the proposed automatic image registration algorithm, for different types of distortions. An original image or reference image is geometrically distorted and different types of geometrical deformations added in it. A set of experiments has been performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm with respect to registration accuracy and robustness.
(i) Feature Point Extraction Using Mexican-Hat Wavelet:
Here we select an 8-bit gray level 'living room' image as a reference image. The size of the image is 256×256. Fig.  13 (a) and (b) shows the reference and sensed image respectively. Fig. 13 (a) and (b) shows the final extracted feature points (R 1 , R 2 ,….R 5 ) in reference image and (S 1 , S 2 ,….S 5 ) in sensed image.
(ii) After extracting feature points from both images, we determined invariant moments by considering circular template across all feature points. We considered all the points of circular neighborhood of radius 20 around feature points. Table-I and Table-II shows invariant moments of extracted features of reference image and sensed image. Fig. 14 & Fig. 15 shows circular neighborhood around all extracted feature points of images.
(a) (b) Figure 13 (iii) After this, we find distance between invariant moments of reference and sense feature points. First, we consider moment invariants vector MR1 and determined the distance with all moment invariant vectors (MS1, MS2,….MS5) of sensed image. The minimum distance between this is mark as a corresponding feature point. (iv) Then, we form a triangle between any three similar feature points in reference image (R1,R2,R5) and sense image (S1,S2,S5) and apply radon scaling between the images registering the images.
(a) Figure 16 Triangle after region filling for (a) reference image (b) sensed image.
Radon transform is now applied on The ratio R 2max /R 1max gives 0.995 desired and accurate scaling between sensed and reference image. In order to recover rotatio have formed line between two similar feature points. To make a line we need to get all the points which satisfy the line equation. We get floating point numbers so approximation is done and nearest integer is chosen to convert them to integers. After making line the images look like Fig. 17 . Here we want correlation of the column as shifting operation is related with θ. Maximum column size of template i.e. 360° is subtracted from c, therefore 360°3 45°=15°. This is nothing but extracted rotation of sensed image with respect to reference image.
(v) As we know the four steps o steps are performed in previous chapters. The last step is image resampling and transformation. Here descaling, derotation and translation is applied to sensed image in order to obtain registered image. The f image is shown in Fig. 18 .
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Then, we form a triangle between any three similar feature points in reference image (R1,R2,R5) and sense image transform for calculating scaling between the images registering the images. applied on Fig. 16 . Two matrices are obtained after applying radon transform on Fig. 16(a) (b). Practical value of R 1max is 155.29 for is 154.49 for sensed image. 0.995 which is nothing but the desired and accurate scaling between sensed and reference In order to recover rotation between images, we have formed line between two similar feature points. To make a line we need to get all the points which satisfy the line equation. We get floating point numbers so approximation is done and nearest integer is chosen to integers. After making line the images correlation of the column as shifting operation is related with θ. Maximum column size of template i.e. 360° is subtracted from c, therefore 360°-345°=15°. This is nothing but extracted rotation of sensed image with respect to reference image.
now the four steps of image registration, three steps are performed in previous chapters. The last step is image resampling and transformation. Here descaling, derotation and translation is applied to sensed image in order to obtain registered image. The final registered 82 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org 
B. Simulation Results
Here we have considered different 8-bit gray level images as a reference image and sensed image with geometrical deformation. In Fig. 19(b) , the sensed image having 30 0 rotation, scale =1.3. After applying proposed algorithm, the registered image is shown in Fig. 19(d) . It shows the accuracy of image registration. After successful registration of the "living room" image, we have applied different geometrical deformations. Fig. 20 to Fig. 22 shows the registered images with different geometrical deformations. In this paper, a new feature based image registration approach is proposed. This type of approach gives a new dimension to the existing feature based image registration methods. After successful feature extraction using Mexican Hat Wavelet, correspondence between extracted feature points is established using Hu's invariant moments. Once the set of correctly matched feature point pairs between two images are found, the scaling, and rotations are extracted using radon transform. With this proposed algorithm, we registered images with any degree of rotation and scale up to 1.8.
